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Abstract 
Estimating the three dimensional motion of an object from 
a sequence of projections is of paramount importance in a 
variety of applications in control and robotics, such as au- 
tonomous navigation, manipulation, servo, tracking, dock- 
ing, planning, surveillance. Although “visual motion esti- 
mation” is an old problem (the first formulations date back 
to the beginning of the century), only recently tools from 
control and estimation theory have hinted at acceptable so- 
lutions. Moreover, the problem raises a number of issues 
of system theoretic interest, such as nonlinear estimation 
and identification on topological manifolds and observ- 
ability in a projective geometric framework. In this paper 
we analyze a formulation of the visual motion estimation 
problem in terms of identification of nonlinear implicit 
systems with parameters on the so-called “essential ma- 
nifold”; the estimation is performed either in the local 
coordinates or in the embedding space of the parameter 
manifold. 
1. Introduction 
“Understanding” the geometry and kinematics of the en- 
vironment is a basic requirement for humans to success- 
fully accomplish tasks such as walking, driving, recog- 
nizing and grasping objects. Although the first formula- 
tions of the visual motion problem date back to the be- 
ginning of the century [16, 331, only within recent years 
tools from control and estimation theory have been a p  
plied [I, 3, 7, 13, 15, 17, 23, 26, 29, 311, with rather 
encouraging results in traditionally difficult applications, 
such as autonomous vehicle navigation [8, 9, 10, 111, vi- 
sual based tracking and servo [5, 12, 19,201, visual based 
manipulation [2, 12, 191. docking [lo, 181, visual-based 
planning [6], active sensing [32]. “Vision in the loop” 
raises new and interesting problems of system theoretic 
flavor, ranging from distributed filtering and processing 
of large amounts of sensory data to the analysis and con- 
trol of new classes of dynamical systems. Crucial is- 
sues in the use of vision as a sensor in control systems 
are, for example, nonlinear observability and identifiabil- 
ity in a projective geometric framework, and estimation 
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and control on topological manifolds. In the last decade 
a variety of schemes has been proposed for reconstruct- 
ing recursively structure for known motion [23], motion 
for known structure [3, 13, 141 or both structure and mo- 
tion [I, 17,26,29, 311. In this paper we highlight some 
limitations of the model employed and study a new for- 
malization in terms of identification of a nonlinear implicit 
model. 
2. The ‘essential space” representation of rigid 
motion 
A rigid motion may be represented as a point in the Lie 
group SE(3). which can be embedded in the linear space 
GL(4) (and hence exploit the matrix product as compo- 
sition rule) and is locally diffeomorphic to R6 via the 
exponential coordinates. We now discuss an alternative 
“compact” matrix representation of rigid motion, which 
can be embedded in a linear space of smaller dimensions. 
Such a representation is derived from the so-called “essen- 
tial matrices’* introduced by Longuet-Higgins [21]. 
Consider a point (T, R) E SE(3), then TA E so@) is a 
skew-symmetric matrix. Now define the space of “essen- 
tial matrices” as the subset of R3x3 
(1) 
Despite the loss of the group structure, the essential space 
has many interesting geometrical properties: it is an alge- 
braic variety in F@ [24] and, if slightly modified, shows 
the structure of a topological manifold [27] that proves CN- 
cial in the solution of the visual motion estimation problem. 
Note that E may also be identified with TS0(3),  the tan- 
gent bundle of the Lie group of rotation matrices [30]. This 
proves that the essential space is indeed a differentiable 
manifold of dimension 6. The following theorem, due to 
Huang and Faugeras and reported by Maybank [241, gives 
a simple characterizing property of the essential space. 
E = {RS I R E S 0 ( 3 ) ,  S = ( T A )  E so(3)). 
Theorem 2.1 (Huang and Faugeras, 1989) 
Let Q = UXVT be the Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD) of a matrix in R3x3. Then Q E E o Z = & = 
diag{X X 0) I X E R’. 
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2.1. Local coordinates of the essential space 
Consider the map @ : E -+ R3 x SO(3) defined by 
where U, V are defined by the Singular Value Decomposi- 
tion (SVD) of Q = UZVT; V.3 denotes the third column 
ofVandRz(T)isarotationofTabouttheZaxis. Note 
that the map @defines the local coordinates of the essential 
space modulo two signs, therefore the map @ associates to 
each element of the essential space four distinct points in 
local coordinates. This ambiguity may be resolved in the 
context of the visual motion estimation problem by im- 
posing the “positive depth constraint”, which means that 
each visible point lies in front of the viewer. In a case like 
this we will be able to identify a unique local coordinates 
homeomorphism and, therefore, specify a local coordi- 
nate chart for the essential manifold. As a consequence 
to theorem 2.1, the basis components of the subspaces 
< V.l,V.2 > and < U.1,U.2 > have one degree of 
freedom and therefore arc allowed to switch order. This 
happens, however. without affecting continuity of T and 
R. The inverse map is simply @-*(T, Q) = e(nA)(TA). 
2.2. Projection onto the essential space 
Theorem 2.1 suggests a simple “projection” of a generic 
3 x 3 matrix onto the essential space: let us definep-<E> : 
R3x3 -+ E via 
M H p r < ~ > ( M )  = U diag{X,X,O} VT (3) 
where U,V are defined by the SVD of M = 
U d i a g ( a 1 , ~  q} V T ,  and X i 9. It follows from 
the properties of the SVD that p r < ~ > ( M )  minimizes the 
Frobenius distance from M to the essential space [24]. 
3. Motion estimation as recursive identification of a 
nonlinear implicit model 
Consider a rigid object, described by the position of 
a set of feature points in 3D space. We call X = 
[ X Y 2 ] E R3 the coordinates of a generic point 
with respect to an orthonormal reference frame centered in 
the pupil of the viewer, with 2 along the optical axis and 
X, Y parallel to the image plane and arranged as to form 
a right-handed frame. The rigid motion of the object be- 
tween two time instants relative to the camera is described 
as a point (T, R )  E SE(3)  which acts on R3 via’ 
T 
X(t + 1) = R( t )  ( X ( t )  - T( t ) )  .
What we are able to measure is the perspective projec- 
tion of the point features onto the image plane, which for 
‘We have chosen this convention in favor to the usual x(t + 1) = 
R( t )X( t )  + T( t )  for compatibility with [21]. 
r 
.9., 
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Figure 1: The coplanarity constraint 
simplicity we represent as the real projective plane. The 
projection map associates to each X # 0 its projective co- 
orciinatesx = [ $ f 1 3 = [zy ~ I ~ a s a n e l e m e n t  
of Rpz. We u s d y  measm x up to some error: 
y = x + n  € W O , % ) .  
T 
When a rigid object is moving between two time instants, 
the coordinates X of a point at time t ,  their correspondent 
X‘ at time t + 1, and the translation vector T are coplanar 
(fig. 1). Their triple product is therefore zero. This is 
true of course also for x, x‘ and T. When expressed with 
respect to a common reference frame, for example that at 
time t, we may write the triple product as 
~ ’ T R ( T  A x i )  = o v i  = l:N. (4) 
Let us define Q = R(TA). so that the above constraint, 
which we now call the “essential constraint”, becomes 
vi = 1 . .  . N .  ( 5 )  x i Q x i = O  IT 
Estimating motion corresponds to identifying the model 
( Q x ; ) ~ x :  = 0 Q E E  { y; = x; +ni Vi = 1 .. .N, n; E J V ( O , & ~ )  
which is in the form of an Exterior Differential System [4]. 
Since the constraint (5) is linear in Q, we use the improper 
notation (after dropping the point index i )  
x(t>Q(t> = x(x’ ( t ) ,x ( t ) )Q( t )  =0 
where x is an N x 9 matrix combining x;,x:,  and Q is 
interpreted as a nine-dimensional vector. The generic row 
o f x  has the form [tt’, yz’, t’, t y ’ ,  yy’, y’, z, y, 11. 
3.1. Choosing the local coordinates for the essential 
space 
The map introduced in eq. (2) defines the local coordi- 
nates of the essential space modulo a sign in the direction 
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of translation and in the rotation angle of Rz,  therefore the 
map (t, associates to each element of the essential space 4 
distinct points in local coordinates. This ambiguity can be 
resolved by imposing the “positive depth constraint”, i.e. 
that each visible point lies in front of the viewer [21,22]. 
Consider one of the four local counterparts of Q E E, and 
the function dxr l  : E 4 R’+’ defined by 
dxr l  (Q) = [z, Z’IT (6 )  
with z = ,w vi = I . . .N,  mi = 
(hi) A xIi and n’ = (RT) A xri, which gives the depth 
of each point as a function of the projection and the motion 
parameters. Note that it is locally smooth away from zero 
translation. Therefore, we may use (t, as a local coordinate 
chart for the following set, which we call the “noml i zed  
essential manifold” E = End&, (R:)N or equivalently 
{Q zz RSlR E S0(3),S E SO(3) ,&i3 , i (Q)  > O V i }  
where R+ is the positive open half space of R, and d&, 
denotes the preimage of d x s t .  In fact, consider 0 re- 
stricted to E. It follows from the properties of the SVD 
that 0 is continuous and, furthermore, bijective. 
3.2. The “essential filter” 
Since the essential constraint is an homogeneous algebraic 
equation, and hence defined only up to a scale factor, it 
is customary to set the norm of translation to be unitary; 
this can be done as long as translation is not zero. It 
can be shown that there is no loss of generality in this 
assumption [29]. In fact, due to the noise in the mea- 
surements, there will always be a translation compatible 
with the observations (in least-squares sense). The scheme 
automatically scales translation and inverse depth. We as- 
sume therefore llQ112 = llTll = 1. At each time instant we 
have a set of N constraints in the form 
x(x’(t) ,  x(t>>Q(t> = 0, 
therefore, Q lies at the intersection between the essential 
manifold and the linear variety x -  (0). 
As time progresses, the point Q(t) ,  corresponding to the 
actual motion, describes a trajectory on E (and a corre- 
sponding one in local coordinates) according to 
Q(t  + 1) A Q(t )  + n ~ ( t ) .  
The last equation is indeed just a definition of the right- 
hand side, as we do not know n ~ ( t ) .  For now, we will 
consider the previous equation to be a discrete time dy- 
namical model for Q on the essential manifold, with nQ 
acting as unknown input. If we accompany it with the 
essential constraint, we get 
Q(t  + 1) = Q ( t )  + n ~ ( t )  Q E E 
0 = x(YV),YW)Q(~) (7) 
y ;  = xi + n; V i =  l . . . N .  
Now the visual motion problem is defned as the estimation 
of the state of the above model, which is defned on the es- 
sential manifold. It can be seen that the system is “linear” 
(both the state equation and the essential constraint are lin- 
ear in Q).  E, however, is not a linear space. We will see 
how to solve the estimation task in section 4. The observ- 
abilityhdentifiability of the essential models is addressed 
in [27]. It is proven that the model is globally observable 
under general position conditions. Such conditions are 
satisfied if the viewer’s path and the visible objects cannot 
be embedded in a (proper) quadric surface of R3. 
4. Solving the estimation task 
At this point we are ready to address the problem of recur- 
sively estimating motion from an image sequence. There 
are two approaches that may be derived naturally from the 
above formulation. 
The first approach we describe consists of composing the 
equations (7) with the local coordinate chart 0, endin 
up with a nonlinear dynamical model for motion in R . 
At this point we have to make some assumptions about 
motion: since we do not have any dynamical model, we 
will assume a statistical model. In particular, we will 
assume that motion is afrst order random walk in R5 (see 
fig. 2 top). The problem then is to estimate the state of 
a nonlinear system driven by white, zero-mean Gaussian 
noise (see fig. 2 bottom). 
In the second approach we change the model for motion: 
in particular we assume motion to be afirst order random 
walk in R9 projected onto the essential manifold (see fig. 2 
top). We will see that this leads to a method for estimating 
motion via solving at each step a linear estimation problem 
in the linear embedding space and then “projecting” the 
estimate onto the essential manifold (see fig. 2 bottom). 
B 
It is very important to understand that these are 
modeline assumDtions about motion which can be vali- 
dated only a posteriori. 
4.1. Estimation in local coordinates 
Consider transferring the system (7) into local coordinates < = [T RIT where [T,R] = 4 ( Q ) ,  R = Log(R) [25] 
and T is expressed in spherical coordinates of radius one. 
Then the system in local coordinates becomes 
<(t + ’) = <(t) + n((t)  ; <@o) = b (8) I 0 = x ( y ( t ) , ~ ’ ( t ) ) Q ( t ( t ) )  + f4t). 
We said we modeled motion as a first order random walk: 
n((t) E N(0, Rc) for some RE which is referred to as the 
variance of the model error. While the above assumption is 
somewhat arbitrary and can be validated only a posteriori, 
it is often safe to assume that the noise in the measure- 






Figure 2: cop)  Model of  motion as a random walk in Rs 
lifted to tbe manifold or as a random walk in R9 
projected onto themanifold. (Bottom) Estimation on 
the Essential Space. 
with variance &. The estimation scheme for the model 
above, which takes into account the correlation of the error 
ii, is derived in [28]. A simplified version is obtained by 
approximating f i  with a white process (note that ii is cor- 
related only within one time step). The resulting scheme 
is based upon an Implicit Extended Kalman Filter (IEKF). 
We summarize here the equations of the estimator. Call 




L(t + 1) = P ( t  + l l t)CT(t + l)A-'(t + 1)(13) 
h(t + 1) = C(t + 1)P(t + llt)CT(t + 1) + 
+ &(t+l) (14) 
r(t + 1) = I - ~ ( t  + i)c(t + 1) (15) 
&(t + 1) = D(t  + l)%DT(t + 1) (16) 
43. Estimation in the embedding space 
Su pose that motion, instead of beiig a random walk in 
R , is represented in the essential manifold as the "projec- 
tion" of a random walk through R9 (see fig. 2 top). 
We define the operator @ that takes two elements in R3 3, 
sums them and then projects the result onto the essential 
manifold: 
P 
where the symbol "+" is the usual sum in R3x3. With the 
above definitions our model for motion simply becomes 
where n ~ ( t )  E N(0, hQ) is a white zero-mean Gaus- 
sian noise in R9. If we couple the above equation with (7) 
we again have a dynamical model on a Euclidean space 
(i our case R9) driven by white noise. The Essential Esti- 
mator is the least variance filter built for the above model, 
and corresponds to a linear Kalman filter update in the em- 
bedding space, followed by a projection onto the essential 
manifold. In principle, the gain could be precomputed of- 





L(t + 1) = -P(t + llt)X(t)A-'(t + 1) (22) 
A(t + 1) = x(t)P(t  + lIt)xT(t) + 
+ & ( t + l )  (23) 
q t  + 1) = I - ~ ( t  + i)X(t) (24) 





We have tested the described algorithms on a variety of 
motion and structure configurations for real and synthetic 
image sequences with variable numbers of feature points. 
The interested reader may find a complete set of exper- 
iments in [28]. For reasons of space we report here a 
comparison between the two schemes on a simulation ex- 
periment, which consists of views of a cloud of points 
under a discontinuous motion with singular regions. 
<. 
M: .0002 Std:.0004 M:-.0015 Std: .0048 
M: 3.9754E-5 Std: .0001 M: .0017 Std: .0013 
A cloud of 20 points is distributed uniformly in a square 
of side lm whose centroid is placed 1.5m ahead of the 
viewer. These points are projected onto an image plane 
of 512 x 512 pixels, and realize a field of view of ap- 
proximately 45’. Gaussian noise with 1 pixel Std has 
been added to the measurements. The cloud undergoes 
piecewise constant-velocity motion, with a central region 
of pure rotation about the optical center. In the follow- 
ing table we report the steady-state error when the filters 
have reached convergence. The filter on the embedding 
space requires half floating-point operations per iteration 
than the filter in local coordinates (40 Kflopshteration); 
however, it takes up to 4 times more steps to converge 
(40 steps). Therefore we have compared the two filters on 
two different windows (10 for the the filter in local coordi- 
nates, 20 for the filter in the embedding space) when they 








I Scheme I TY I Tv I 
Tz Qz 
M: ,0002 Std: .OOW 
M: .0002 Std: .WO1 
a x  aY 
M:.0008 Std: .0022 M:.0002 Std:.O002 
M:-.0008 Std: .0004 
M:-.0002 Std:.0008 
M: -1.611E-5 Std .OOO4 ] 
M: 3.9949E-6 Std: .0002 
6. Conclusions 
The problem of estimating three dimensional motion from 
a sequence of images can be naturally set in the frame- 
work of dynamic estimation and identification. Under the 
assumption of a static scene, the rigid motion constraint 
and the perspective projection map define a nonlinear dy- 
namical model, and estimating motion is equivalent to 
observing its state. It has been proven that such a model 
is not locally weakly observable, unless metric constraints 
are imposed on the state manifolds [27]. 
We have analyzed a new formulation based upon the r e p  
resentation of motion through the “essential matrices”, 
introduced by Longuet-Kiggins [21]. Motion estimation 
is equivalent to the identification of a nonlinear implicit 
model with parameters on a topological manifold. We 
have studied an algorithm which solves the identification 
task by estimating the state of a model defined on the 
parameter manifold. The estimation is performed either 
in the local coordinates or in the embedding space of the 
parameter manifold. 
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